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ABSTRACT - Emerging Mobile Television systems such as the Digital Video Broadcasting 

family, complement 3G wireless telephony in both service and technology. For example, 

technologically advanced digital radio concepts including Turbo coding, OFMD, and physical 

and link layer interleaving are now being used in broadcast television to mobile terminals. 

Alcatel-Lucent has delivered a hybrid terrestrial & satellite broadcast to mobile terminals 

system using a Single Frequency Network (SFN). This uses terrestrial repeaters synchronized in 

both time and frequency with the satellite’s changing signal. Synchronizing the satellite and 

terrestrial repeaters in this network present some fascinating challenges in architecture and RF 

network design. This talk will highlight the DVB-SH standard, the implementation of the trial 

system, field results and other related mobile satellite system developments. 
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Speed Packet Access (HSPA) in 2003 and was the solutions architect for the DVB-SH system 

described in this paper. He works in the Alcatel-Lucent Wireless Chief Technology Office, is a 

Senior member of the IEEE and a member of the Alcatel-Lucent Technical Academy.  
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